ABSTRACT

The efficiency of an organization depends on an understanding of the time required to complete different tasks. In turn, the costs of services and products depend on the use of time and materials. To manage time, STATPROBE, Inc. developed, using SAS/AF, a time and costs tracking software system called TIMELOG. The system provides employees and managers a number of different reports on resource usage. The reports provide statistics on time use and personnel resources. A quantitative analysis is done to measure and manage the efficiency of the organization. Each of the reports can be run filtering by employee, by department, or over the entire company. The current reports provided by the system are:

- Employee activity reports
- Employee analysis reports
- Project time analysis reports

The TIMELOG reporting module is written with the REPORT procedure. It is written in SAS Version 6.10 running under the IBM OS/2 Version 3 operating system.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TIMELOG FOR OS/2 SYSTEM

STATPROBE, Inc. developed the TIMELOG system to track the amount of time spent on projects. As a contract research organization working with pharmaceutical and medical device companies, each STATPROBE project is associated with a client and each task is associated with a contractually set amount of time. TIMELOG has undergone several generations of development. In the first paper-based tracking system, employees wrote the project work hours on a time sheet. Next, using SAS for DOS, the first computer-based TIMELOG was created using data sets and basic screen control language. The latest version of TIMELOG was prototyped using SAS/AF FRAME entries. A sophisticated database was designed in conjunction with the interface and reporting requirements. With object-oriented SAS/AF FRAMES, building a system that had a similar look and feel to the OS/2 graphical user interface was easy. For a more detailed description of the TIMELOG system, please see D.J. Penix's SUGI 20 paper titled "The TIMELOG Tracking System Developed With SAS/AF Frame Technology."

What proved most challenging for the development staff was determining the optimal database structure for maintainability and disk space efficiency. The system we chose uses relational databases with a minimal byte count per observation. For example, the client and project data set structures are:

CLIENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cl_num</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>client number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>character</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>client name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pr_num</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>project no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>character</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>project name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is easy, for example, to access the client name when you select a project. Using the CL_NUM variable in the project data set, we find the corresponding CL_NUM in the client data set and pull off the name.

The report class was another data structure where minimal disk usage was desired. The development team was able to store all of the different report information in named SCL lists in the report class. The report class itself is a named SCL list.
Following is an example of a report entry in the report class:

```plaintext
[TITLES=("EMPLOYEE ACTIVITY")
PROFILES=(EMPLOYEE ACTIVITY=
  ID = 1
  WINDOW = 4
  START DT = .
  END DT = .
  BILLABLE = 2
  PR_ACT = 1
  ...
  CL_LIST = 'STATPROBE'
  DE_LIST = 'RIS'
  EM_LIST = 'MA IT' 'CARL')
```

In the report's SCL list, the information vital for that report's generation is stored. Data such as dates to subset on are stored in the WINDOW, START DT, and END DT variables. If you want to run a report on a list of employees, the employee names are stored in the SCL list named EM_LIST. The elements of the report's SCL list are defined when you select the subsetting criteria through the filter frame. The filter frame is discussed in detail later in this paper.

The report class makes it possible to save report definitions to disk using minimal disk space. There are certain to be reports which management would want to run periodically. Redefining the same report every time it is generated is inefficient. The report class utilizing SCL lists can be defined and saved to disk as an SLIST entry.

When a report is saved to disk, you have the option of saving it as a private report or a public report. Private reports are report definitions that only you can access. Public reports are accessible by anyone.

THE REPORT FRAME

![Figure 1. The Report Frame](image)

The initial report frame (Figure 1) consists of a radio box, list box, and three push buttons. This frame's purpose is to select the type of report you want to run. Options are a saved report, defined report, or a new report based on an existing report.

There are a fixed number of report classes to generate. Therefore, we made the radio box values static (non-dynamic).

When you select a specific radio button, its description is used as an index to the report class. With the class selected, we can go to that class's default report definitions and fill the list box with the report titles contained in its SCL list. To do this, we defined the list box's entry as an SLIST.

```plaintext
rc = fillist('CATALOG',
  'timelog.reports.public.slist',
  repclass);
```

This function will fill the list box with the report names stored in the public catalog.

Push buttons were used to define more detailed subsetting conditions, generate the default report selected, delete a report (if you have permission), or exit the time and costs tracking module. The MODIFY REPORT, GENERATE, and DELETE push buttons are visible only when a report type and definition are selected. Moreover, the DELETE push button is visible only if you have the right to delete the selected report. Selecting the MODIFY REPORT displays the filter frame detailed later. GENERATE will execute the report program using the default or saved report definition. DELETE deletes the report definition from the report class and the SLIST entry. DONE exits out of the time and costs tracking system module.

THE FILTER FRAME

![Figure 2. The Filter Frame](image)

The filter frame (Figure 2) is where the majority of a report is defined. Objects contained in the filter frame include text entry boxes, radio boxes, and selection lists.

When you first enter the filter frame, the report name entry box contains the title of the report you selected from the report frame as the default value. If you plan to define and save a new report based on the report you selected, a new title must be entered. The title is stored in the report SCL list under the report class selected from the report frame.

Directly below the report name is the date range object. In this object there are two date fields and a pop-up control. You have the option of entering the start and end dates or selecting a pre-defined window of time. The control arrow allows you to select a window of time (Figure 3). If a window of time is selected, the filter SCL code generates the start and end dates automatically and places them in the date fields. The START DT and END DT variables in the report SCL list are missing if a window of time is selected. If the date...
variables are missing when a report is generated, the underlying SCL code looks at the WINDOW variable and constructs the START_DT and END_DT variable's numeric values at run-time. Therefore, if you were running a report for a window of time you need not redefine the starting and ending dates each time that report is run. That is, windows of time are defined and stored relative to the date when the report is generated.

Below the date range object are four radio boxes. In two of the radio boxes, you can select whether you want to subset on inactive, active, or all list box entries. Another radio box allows you to select those tasks that are billable, non-billable, or all tasks. The fourth radio box allows you to select client/project, task/activity, or department/employee lists to display.

Figure 3. Date Window Selection Box

The list boxes are initialized with a SAS data set variable called NAME when a radio button is selected in the selection list radio box. The left list box appears when one of the radio buttons is selected. The radio button's value is used to index an SCL list of names of SAS data sets. The list box is populated with the NAME variable's text values. The right list box is visible only when a selection is made in the left list box. The values displayed in the right list box depend on the selection in the left list box. For example, if you select 'Client and Project,' the filter frame opens the client and project data sets. The left list box is populated with the text values of the variable NAME in the client data set. If you select one or more of the clients in the left list box, the right list box is populated with the projects associated with those clients. If you unselect a client, its' projects in the right list box are removed. To accomplish this, we wrote SCL code to re-display the values in the list box each time a list box entry was selected or unselected.

REPORTS

The underlying SCL code that generates the reports is object-oriented. Each report is considered an object. When you generate the report, you are running methods defined for that object. Thus we developed methods for each report. Three SCL entry modules were defined:

- REPMETHS.SCL contains methods for each report ID in which another SCL method is called.
- REPJOBS.SCL contains the methods to generate the reports.
- REPUTIL.SCL contains common methods used between reports.

The REPMETHS.SCL entry is very basic in its structure. When you generate a report, a report ID numeric variable contained in the report SCL list is referenced to call a method contained in the REPMETHS.SCL code. For example, if you were running a report with a report ID of 5, when the report was generated it would initially call the method identified as REPORTS. At this point it would branch off to a method in the REPTOBJS.SCL code.

%%% Report methods %%
REPORTS:
method title $ profile 8;

call method('reptobjs.scl','empact',title,profile);
endmethod;

This is an example of a report method that branches to a method in the REPTOBJS.SCL code.

The bulk of the report programming is in REPTOBJS.SCL. While developing some standard reports for STATPROBE, Inc. management, we found that many of the reports produce similar output. Thus, numerous reports call the same method in the REPTOBJS.SCL code. Additionally, many of the reports used the same SCL code steps to build the final report data set. Therefore, this code was placed into a method in the REPUTIL.SCL entry. Simply put, the REPTOBJS.SCL methods contain a macro report definition defined in a SUBMIT-ENDSUBMIT block and a call to a method that generates the report data set. Here is an example of the structure used in report methods:

EMPACT:
method title $ profile 8;

%%% Defines macro used to generate report %%
Submit continue;
%Macro report(report,datestr,user);
[PROC REPORT CODE]
%Mend report;
Endsubmit;

%%% Call the method which contains the bulk of the SCL %%
Call method('reputil.scl','byuser',title,profile);
endmethod;

The SCL method contained in the REPUTIL.SCL entry that is called by the above method contains a SUBMIT-ENDSUBMIT block that executes the REPORT macro defined in the above method.

The REPUTIL.SCL entry contains methods that generate the final report data set. Currently, there are two basic types of reports that are run: reports by employee and reports over a list of employees. Therefore, one method loops over the employees defined in the report SCL list and constructs a data set subsetted by any other selections made. Once the data set is created, it executes the %REPORT call to generate the report in the output window. The other method loops over the employees defined in the report SCL list and creates one data set with all of the employee data contained in it.
end of the method it executes the %REPORT macro on the entire employee data set created.

Additionally, the REPUTIL.SCL entry contains a method named NUMLIST that converts the report list entries such as the client list to numbers in order to subset the employee's posting data set. For example, if you wished to see how many hours employees MATT and CARL spent on STATPROBE (as the client) work, the report SCL list would contain 'STATPROBE' in the CL_LIST variable and 'MATT' or 'CARL' in the EM_LIST variable. However, the posting data sets for employees MATT and CARL contain client numbers and not the textual representation of that client number. Therefore, the SCL code must convert the list of clients, projects, tasks, activities, and departments to their numeric equivalents in order to subset the posting data sets. The NUMLIST method accesses the data sets that contain this information, subsets it on the names in the list variable, and generates a text string of the corresponding numbers.

NUMLIST:

```plaintext
method textstr $ listid $ dname $ varname $;
if listlen(listid) > 0 then do;
textstr = "";
dsid = open('timelog.' || dname);
do lst_idx = 1 to listlen(listid);
rc = where(dsid, 'name == "" || getitem(listid, lst_idx) || "" || getvar(dsid, varnum(dsid, varname)));
textstr = trim(left(left(textstr))) || "" || trim(left(getvar(dsid, varnum(dsid, varname))));
end;
closeid = close(dsid);
end;
endmethod;
```

CURRENT REPORTS

One of the report types provided by the TIMELOG system produces listings of employee activity. These reports allow you to get a hard copy of your entries. There are three employee activity reports: Employee Analysis, Employee Analysis - By Project, Employee Analysis - By Activity (Figure 4), and Employee Analysis - Detailed. The base employee analysis report contains one column: total time worked. Using the filter frame, you can specify this report to give you the total time worked on a subset of projects. Client and project are added as columns in the Employee Analysis - By Project report. Task and activity are added in the Employee Analysis - By Task report. The Employee Analysis - Detailed report contains client, project, task, activity, and time spent.

```plaintext
Figure 4. Employee Analysis - By Activity Report
```

Another report type provided is the employee analysis reports. The four employee analysis reports are: Employee Analysis, Employee Analysis - By Project, Employee Analysis - By Activity (Figure 4), and Employee Analysis - Detailed. The base employee analysis report contains one column: total time worked. Using the filter frame, you can specify this report to give you the total time worked on a subset of projects. Client and project are added as columns in the Employee Analysis - By Project report. Task and activity are added in the Employee Analysis - By Task report. The Employee Analysis - Detailed report contains client, project, task, activity, and time spent.

```plaintext
Figure 5. Project Employee Analysis By Task
```

The third type of reports summarize project time. First, the Project Time Summary report contains columns for the project and the total hours worked. Next, the Project Employee Analysis produces a report with the project, total hours, number of employees, and the time per employee. This report gives you information on how many people are working on a specific project and the average amount of time per employee spent on this project. The Project Employee Analysis By Task (Figure 5) displays a report similar to the Project Employee Analysis, except it breaks time down into tasks in the project. Therefore, it contains an additional column for the task. Finally, the Project Employee Analysis - Detailed report produces output with the project, task, activity, total hours, number of employees, and the average time per employee as columns. Thus, it displays the highest level of detail available. The project time summary reports are run over all users. No user identifying names are contained in the output and all the user data is summarized on the same page.
REPORT DEVELOPMENT USING THE REPORT PROCEDURE

The reason for the use of PROC REPORT was coding efficiency. Producing the reports using DATA, MEANS, and DATA _NULL_ statements would take a large number of lines of code. On the other hand, PROC REPORT is a combination of the MEANS and DATA steps. Therefore, one PROC REPORT definition produces the same output as using the DATA, MEANS, and DATA _NULL_ steps.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

Future enhancements to the reporting module will include more managerial reports and graphical displays. Reports that analyze the time entered on a project versus the time allotted are of great benefit to project management. Therefore, a report to summarize this data is next on the development team's list. Moreover, presenting the data in a graphical display would help display the summary data in a clear and concise manner.

CONCLUSION

Supplying management with quantitative data on the use of time and associated costs is extremely important in establishing and maintaining efficiency in an organization. The quantitative data is readily available using the time and costs tracking module of the TIMELOG for OS/2 system. Using the results, employees have increased awareness of how their activities impact the efficiency of the organization and management can identify areas where efficiency can be improved. The information obtained can also be used to plan future projects and document the activities on a project.
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